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Abstract - Wavelength converters are used in WDM networks to avoid call blocking and minimizing the blocking probability. Optimal placement of wavelength converters restricts the call blocking probability, the complexity and improves the overall network performance of the network. In this paper, we propose a new weight dependent routing and wavelength assignment algorithm for the optimal placement of the wavelength converters. The wavelength converter placement was considered separately at all the nodes and the partial nodes. Our algorithm outperforms the previously reported studies and requires a lesser number of wavelength converters to achieve the required performance. It reduces the blocking probabilities up to 5.4% and shows that the first four nodes primarily control the blocking performance of the network. The study also reveals that instead of merely increasing the number of converters, their placement at the right location plays a crucial role in improving the performance. Initially, although an increase in the number of the wavelengths also improves the network performance, the further increase does not contribute much to the reduction of the blocking probability.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) in optical networks provides ultra-high-speed transmission capabilities with a very high quality of service (QoS), supporting real- and non-real time applications. All-optical networks (AONs) aggregate the data coming from access and distribution networks [1] and transmits end-to-end in the optical domain. A lightpath between two nodes on the route, bypassing the electronic processing at intermediate nodes. For each connection, sender node searches for the best possible route and allocates a wavelength from the available pool of free wavelengths at that time. This task is known as routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) [2]. Wherever possible, a lightpath uses the same transmission wavelength for end-to-end connection. Many times availability of the same wavelength on all the links and segments on the route becomes a restriction known as single wavelength continuity constraint. Ultimately, it increases the overall probability of call blocking degrading the performance of the network. Impact of this constraint can be diminished by placing the wavelength converters (WCs) in the network. Though numerous researches have been carried out on AON, the design of optimal RWA strategy in the presence of WCs has remained a challenge [3], [4]. WCs [5]-[7] convert a wavelength of the incoming signal into different free wavelength, improving the blocking performance. Optical nodes can have the capability to convert the wavelengths at all the nodes as per the requirement is shown in Fig. 1. In another case, the network can have a few select nodes with such capability as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1 Full wavelength converters architecture

Fig. 2 Partial wavelength converters architecture

In full-wavelength converters, each port of optical switch has dedicated WC, and all the incoming wavelengths are converted to any other wavelengths simultaneously. In partial wavelength converters, the WCs are installed only at a few select nodes, making the system cost-effective.
switching [8] enables routing of multiple wavelengths to the same destination, but still, the availability of specific wavelengths of a waveband at every node remains a challenge. In partial wavelength converters, placement of the optimum number of WCs without degrading the performance, increasing the complexity and cost in multi-hop carrier-class optical networks is still a challenge. This paper presents a novel RWA algorithm for the placement of the optimum number of WCs in AONs. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II presents a literature review of WC placements. Section III outlines the proposed RWA algorithm for full- and partial WC placement. The results and discussion are presented in Section IV, and the paper is concluded in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

The blocking performance of the optical networks with wavelength converters (WCs) is better than that of without WCs. Primarily, the blocking performance of AON depends upon the factors such as topology and size of the network, traffic, the number of wavelengths and hops required for each connection, and presence and placements of WCs. Based on the relatively smaller number of nodes with wavelength conversion capabilities; one can reduce the blocking probability in the network. Placement of wavelength converters is studied [9], [10] and shown that the optimal placement of these converters with heuristic and metaheuristic approach improves the performance [11]-[14]. For partial wavelength conversion, minimum blocking probability First (MBPF) [12] is used to place wavelength convertible routers. Weighted least congestion routing first fit (WLCR-FF) [11] with MBPF inserts one converter each time during the simulation and calculates the blocking probability, ensuring the placement for minimum blocking probability. It is showed that WLCR-FF improves the blocking performance for the full as well as partial WCs; however, it incorporates delay in the computation.

K-minimum dominating set of networks graph [15] approach selects only the nodes with full range WCs available. However, it does not consider the nodes with few WCs, available wavelengths at that time, and non-uniform traffic. Integer linear programming method for optimal placement of WCs for static traffic [16] considers RWA and WC both at the same time, making it complex and difficult to apply in real time networks. Minimum converter allocation (MCA) [17] improves the utilization of wavelength converters and requires maximum of 5% wavelength converters at a given time. With the help of link state information [3], WC placement is on the auxiliary graph. Intermediate node WCs are placed depending on their usage in the past. For the selection of the path least loaded routing (LLR) is used. Accuracy in the blocking probabilities for different traffic classes and patterns are compared [18]. Optimized WC placement approach with tunable and fixed transceivers [19] shows that sparse partial WCs for different load scenarios require only 2.4% converters. The study of adaptive alternate routing [20] is undertaken for various scenarios such as load distribution, traffic patterns, network topologies, adaptive alternative routes and number of converters. The bandwidth-utilized rate can be enhanced by wavelength tuning in optical networks. Sparse wavelength tuning or conversion improves network BER performance. Provision for the alternate paths can also reduce the calling blocking. The literature study shows that though several types of research have been carried out for improving the blocking performance of AON, the optimal placement of WCs is an open issue and requires further study. We propose a novel weight dependent RWA algorithm with optimal WCs to further improve the performance of AONs.

III. PROPOSED OPTIMIZED RWA WITH WAVELENGTH CONVERTERS

The objective is to optimize the number of WC required in the AON and reduce the call blocking probability. We have considered WDM NSF net topology with 21 bidirectional links and 14 nodes as shown in below Fig. 3.

![Fig. 3 NSFnet topology](image)

The memoryless Poisson distribution is used to analyze the traffic on the network. For a random variable $X(t)$ with known probability distribution function at the time $t$, the inter-arrival call process is defined by non-negative random sequence $A(n)$. The $n$-th inter-arrival time is described by the exponential distribution with mean arrival rate parameter $\lambda$ as

$$P\{A(n) \leq t = 1 - e^{-\lambda t}\}$$

(1)

The number of arrivals in an interval of time $t$ and counting process is described by

$$P\{N(t) = n\} = \frac{(\lambda t)^n e^{-\lambda t}}{n!}$$

(2)

We define the number of the nodes in the network as

$$N := \{n \mid n \in N, 1 \leq n \leq 14\}$$

(3)

The number of bi-directional links in the networks as

$$L := \{l \mid l \in N, 1 \leq l \leq 21\}$$

(4)

where $s$ and $d$ are the source and destination nodes, respectively.

Total number of paths for each source and destination pair, $P_n$ can be written as

$$Paths := \Psi_n := \{(p)\}$$

(5)

$$:= \{(s, d_1)(s, d_2)(s, d_3)...........(s, d_n)\}$$

$P_n \in N$ (6)
The traffic distribution uniformly for exponential call holding time with an average of 1/µ. We use the weighted dynamic routing algorithm to select the route with the maximum weight value. By considering K-shortest routes offline and weight values by considering the availability of resources, the selected route is written as

\[
P^{k}_{max} = \arg \max_{k=1}^{18} \{ \left( W^a \right)^T \left( \sum_{i=1}^{pi} S_a(i) \right) \left( \sum_{i=1}^{pi} S_a(i) \right) \left( \sum_{i=1}^{pi} B_a(i) \right) \left( \sum_{i=1}^{pi} H_a(i) \right) \}
\]

where total available wavelengths are \( W^a \) for \( k \) routes, \( T_c \) is time elapsed, \( S_a(i) \) is served calls, \( B_a(i) \) is blocked calls, and \( H_a(i) \) is total call holding time of served calls. \( W^a \) is selected wavelength as \( W^a(i) \). For new requests, shortest paths are calculated. \( K \)-shortest path with the highest weight is selected as a route. With this dynamic routing and first fit as wavelength assignment scheme, if the wavelength is not available, then it uses the wavelength converters. When the converters are used, the shortest path with \( k = 1 \) is used. For other values of \( k \), it may require more number of hops resulting varied requirement of wavelengths and increase in complexity. We applied the developed algorithm for both the scenarios, viz. WCs at all the nodes and at selected nodes to enabled the performance comparison among themselves as well as with the previously reported literature.

A. Wavelength Converters at all the Nodes:

In this case, all the nodes of the network have full range WCs. From the pool of available wavelengths, a light path is searched, and wherever the continuous wavelength is not available, then a WC is used to convert a wavelength of the incoming signal into a different but available wavelength. Thus call gets completed and removes the wavelength continuity constraint improving the blocking probability. However, placing WCs at all the nodes is not a feasible solution because all the WCs are not used at a time and also increase in cost and complexity.

B. Wavelength Converters at Selected Nodes (Partial Wavelength Conversion):

Instead of WCs at all the nodes, a very few select nodes have wavelength conversion capability. For the placement of WCs, finding out their optimum locations is a very crucial task. We used K-means clustering algorithm to generate the clusters as per the requirement. Initially, call blocking probabilities without WCs are used as input for the K-means clustering algorithm to minimize the objective function as

\[
\arg \min \left\{ \sum_{i=1}^{k} \sum_{X \in S_i} \| X - \mu_i \|^2 \right\}
\]

where \( \mu_i \) is the mean of points in \( S_i \). Given a set of observations \( X = [X_i]|i \leq n \) each observation is a \( d \)-dimensional real vector, K-means clustering aims to partition the \( n \) Observations into \( k \) (\( \leq n \)) sets \( S = \{S_i|1 \leq i \leq k\} \) so as to minimize the intracluster sum of squares. When the lightpath request arrives in the network, and same wavelength is not available at all the segments or links till the destination then one of the free wavelengths is searched in such a way that the said wavelength is available from the sending node to one of the farthest nodes with wavelength conversion capability. In this case, no wavelength conversion is required until the farthest node. The farthest node carries out wavelength conversion to establish the call till destination. If the single free wavelength is not available, again this node searches for second farthest node towards the destination and repeats the process. WCs are placed systematically at the nodes which are handling higher traffic and blocks maximum calls. The wavelength conversion process may be performed multiple times at different nodes to complete the call.

\[
\text{if ConvLoc}(s,d) = \text{True then}
\]

ConvLoc is the location of a converter in the network.

\[
\text{if } W_{a,All}(i) \neq \phi \text{ then}
\]

where \( W_{a,All} \) is the total number of wavelengths. For using wavelength converters of that position,

\[
W_c^a(i) := W_{a,All}(1)
\]

From the set of the available wavelengths, the common wavelength is selected on all the links.

\[
W_1^a = W^a(1) \cap W^a(2) \cap W^a(3) \cap \ldots \ldots \cap W^a_{\text{length}}(W^a)
\]

The non-available wavelength is converted into available wavelength which is common on all links.

\[
W_c^a = W_c^a \cup W_1^a
\]

Steps for placing the converters are:
1. Initialize the traffic for one hour.
2. Run the network for one hour with a new dynamic RWA algorithm without WC.
3. Find out the nodes with their blocking probabilities.
4. Use K-Means clustering algorithm for finding out the two separate groups of blocking probabilities from all nodes. The inputs for the algorithm are blocking probabilities of each node which has calculated without wavelength converters.
5. Select the cluster having nodes with maximum blocking probability for the placement of WCs.
6. Place the WCs at the above-selected nodes and rerun the network, paper submission.
IV. SIMULATION, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We perform the extensive simulations for WDM NSFnet. For the dynamic RWA algorithm with wavelength converters, blocking probability is obtained and analyzed for full WCs and partial WCs. The results are compared for partial WCs with shortest path routing first fit wavelength assignment [11] and least loaded routing first fit wavelength assignment [12] algorithms. The simulation results are acquired for low traffic load from 170 E to 240 E for 40 wavelengths as shown in Fig. 4. The results show that the proposed algorithm outperforms and reduces the blocking probability by 5% than SPR-FF [11] with partial WC. For the high load of 840 E to 1080 E for 120 wavelengths, the blocking probability reduces up to 5.4% than SPR as shown in Fig. 5. It also illustrates that the difference between blocking probabilities for full and partial placement of WCs is small and hence the proper placement of partial WCs achieves better results.

Table I shows the comparison of blocking probabilities for different previously reported routing algorithms and proposed algorithm without WC. Our weight based dynamic RWA outperforms over the other. It shows that with an increase in traffic, there is a slight increase in blocking, but it is not a linear relation.

For partial WCs placement, we have selected the first four nodes which reject more call requests for placing the WCs. The results in Fig. 6 show that merely increasing WCs do not show much deviation in blocking probability. It can be seen that the maximum change in blocking performance is around 1 % for the increase in the number of converters from 2 to 14. Hence, placing more number of WCs in the network may not be beneficial if they are not placed at right places. The result also shows that although more numbers of converters are deployed still there is slight fluctuation in the blocking due to unavailability of wavelength or route to the destination or sudden increase in traffic in the network.

In addition to the placement of WCs, one must consider how much the total number of wavelengths is available in the network. To study their impact, simulations were carried for blocking probability. Fig. 7 shows that effect of the number of wavelengths on the blocking probability in a network with proposed RWA and WLCR algorithms and using First-fit wavelength assignment techniques [12].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W=40</td>
<td>190E</td>
<td>0.07566</td>
<td>0.034586</td>
<td>0.04335</td>
<td>0.035126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W=40</td>
<td>210E</td>
<td>0.109771</td>
<td>0.069797</td>
<td>0.06775</td>
<td>0.062877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W=120</td>
<td>840E</td>
<td>0.051969</td>
<td>0.005510</td>
<td>0.006213</td>
<td>0.00510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W=120</td>
<td>960E</td>
<td>0.095301</td>
<td>0.054825</td>
<td>0.053413</td>
<td>0.04501</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 4 Overall blocking probabilities for a low load with 40 wavelengths](image)

![Fig. 5 Overall blocking probabilities for a high load with 120 wavelengths](image)

![Fig. 6 Overall blocking probabilities versus the number of WCs for a low load with 40 wavelengths](image)

![Fig. 7 Overall blocking probabilities versus the number of wavelengths for high load](image)
The results show that if the number of wavelengths in the network are increased, the blocking probability is reduced from 6.2% (with 120 wavelengths) to 1% (with 140 wavelengths) which much better than earlier reported results. It can also be seen that further increase in the number of wavelengths does not contribute much to the reduction of blocking probability.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a new dynamic weight based RWA algorithm with full and partial wavelength converters. The results show that there is not much change in blocking probability between full and partial wavelength converter scenarios provided wavelength converters are placed at right nodes in the network. With the increase in the number of converters, blocking probability reduces, but after the first four converters, there is not much reduction. The study shows that our algorithm reduces the blocking probability by 5.4% in comparison with previously reported studies and has low complexity and cost. It shows that through the blocking performance is controlled by the number of wavelength in the networks; further increase in wavelengths does not contribute much in the performance improvement.
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